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ABSTRACT 
The behavioral approach to exact modeling leads to the concept of generating systems. 
Antoulas and Willems have shown that all exact models are parametrized by means of 
a feedback interconnection of a xed generating system with an arbitrary system. This 
approach is extended in the present paper to approximate modeling. The main tool is 
the Hankel-norm approximation applied to the generating system. The setup has the 
important feature that it leads to models and uncertainty described in terms of normalized 
coprime factorizations. This allows us to address at the same time the control problem, 
with little additional effort. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In robust control the uncertainty resulting from modeling is often represented 
by means of a linear fractional transformation, which in turn corresponds to a 
feedback con guration as shown in Figure 1, where P is the nominal plant, and 
A is a norm-bounded but otherwise unknown Perturbation; the norms usually 
considered are the h, and the 21 norm. Sometimes, the Perturbation is assumed 
structured, which means that A is block diagonal. For an overview of results in 
this framework see Khammash and Pearson [12] and the references therein; see 
also Doyle, Francis, and Tannenbaum [4]. 
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Fig. 1. Robust control. 
The robust control setup assumes the a priori existence of a nominal plant. If, 
however, the starting point is a set of measurements, there is no direct link between 
a representation of uncertainty, as shown in Figure 1, and the measurements. 
Motivated by this fact, we will study in this paper the following problem. 
Let a set of data (measurements) D of the process to be modeled be given. The 
goal is to parametrize a class of approximate (uncertain) models as in Figure 1, 
where the nominal plant is to be computed from D. As it will turn out, in the 
framework developed, we are able to address, in addition to the modeling problem 
just mentioned, the control problem as well. Thus the ensuing framework combines 
modeling and control. Recently, there have been various attempts to combine the 
process of modeling and that of control. For a survey see Gevers [9]. 
The starting point is a set of discrete-time input-output measurements (Ui , yi), 
i E n.’ We are seeking models for this data set, which are linear and time invariant. 
The basic idea emanates from the behavioral framework to system theory put 
forward by Willems (see, e.g., [ 171). It consists in considering the measurements 
without distinguishing between inputs and outputs. The data set is thus composed 
of the time series 
Wi I= 
Ui . ( > yi 7 1 E I41 (1.1) 
as defined in Section 3. As a consequence of this recasting, the measurements 
are considered as generated by an autonomous system, and at first, we search for 
autonomous models. The search for input-output (I/O) models, i.e., models which 
explain how the output y depends on the input u, is carried out at a later stage. See 
Section 4 for the definition of the various different kinds of models mentioned. 
The above approach has been worked out for exact modeling in Antoulas and 
Willems [2] and Antoulas [l]. The main result is the existence of a unique (up 
to equivalence) autonomous system of minimal complexity called a generating 
system and denoted by O*, which generates all other exact models 0 (including 
‘II is used to denote the set (1,2, . . . , n), 
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Fig. 2. Exact modeling. 
Fig. 3. Approximate modeling. 
the input-output ones). In system-theoretic terms, a parametrization of all models 
is provided in terms of the feedback configuration shown in Figure 2. 
As already mentioned, 0, is a fixed generating system for a given data set, 
while r is an arbitrary system. For details we refer to [2, 11. 
In order to address the approximate modeling problem an additional ingredient 
is needed. This is a measure of the misfit between the data and the model, i.e., a 
measure quantifying the extent to which the models fail to match the data. Once 
such a measure is defined (see Section 6) and given a largest tolerated level of 
misfit, say E, the problem is to construct a fixed generating system, denoted by 
@&, such that all systems 0, obtained by means of the feedback configuration 
shown in Figure 3, for arbitrary r, have misfit which is less than 6. Thus the 
parameter l? can be considered as a representation of the uncertainty associated 
with the modeling of the data time series (1.1). 
From theoretical considerations it follows that O,,, can be chosen all-pass. 
Consequently, a major feature of this framework is that the approximate models 
are obtained in terms of normalized coprime factorizations; this in turn implies 
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Fig. 4. Controller 
that all stabilizing controllers W, of the above family of uncertain models have the 
structure shown in Figure 4, 
where Q,, depends on the data [it will turn out to be equal to @*,,I and A is 
arbitrary. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the setup and 
gives some basic definitions. Section 3 introduces the data set D, which can be 
equivalently described by means of an arbitrary strictly proper rational matrix W 
with poles inside the unit disc. The set of exact models M is introduced in Section 
4, together with an equivalence relation. The basic characterization of M as the 
kernel of the Hankel operator ‘Hw is given in Section 5. It follows that every model 
0 can be obtained as a linear combination of the rows of the fixed autonomous 
model O*, which generates the kernel of ‘Hw and can be chosen all-pass. The 
next section introduces the error system &o, and two different misfit functions 62 
and SH, the former measuring the 2-norm and the latter the Hankel norm of &o. 
82 turns out to be an equation-error misfit function penalizing the error caused by 
data with frequencies close to the unit circle. 
Section 7 presents the solution to the approximate modeling problem for both 
misfit functions, 62 and 6~. The main result states that the kernel of the optimal 
Hankel-norm approximants ‘Flw,k of ‘Ew have the desired approximation property 
described above, with the misfit level defined by the singular values of ‘Flw. This 
approximation for the misfit function 6~ has an optimahty property, stated at 
the end of the first subsection. The second subsection of Section 7 analyzes the 
structure of the controller which follows as a direct consequence of the all-pass 
property of the generating system. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V_ := {z E C : 1 z 1-c 1) denote the open unit disc, and V+ := {z E C : 
( z (> 1 } denote the complement of the closed unit disc. The space L2 consists of 
all power series 
CaizWi, ai E C, suchthat C 1 ai 12< 00 
icZ ieZ 
The subspaces of L2 defined by ai = 0, i 2 0 (ai = 0, i < 0) will be denoted 
respectively by HF (H$). Clearly 
The corresponding spaces of sequences are denoted by 12,1;, 1;. The subspaces 
H; (H;) co n am t . f unctions (defined on C) which are analytic respectively in V- 
(V+). The subspaces of rational power series, denoted by RHF (RH,f), contain 
all rational (strictly proper rational) functions with poles in V+ (V_) respectively. 
The canonical projection of L2 onto H2f will be denoted by n: 
n CUiZpi = CUiZpi. ( ) icZ iz0 
Notice that ker rr = HT, and HF includes the polynomials C[z]. 
Given A E Crxs, A* E CYx’ will denote the complex conjugate transpose of 
A. We have 
for X = C Aizpi E (Lz)“~$, X* := CA,*& E (Lz)$~~. 
iEZ iEZ 
(2.1) 
As a consequence, if x E C[z], 
m 
x= c CYiZ' =+ x*= 2 a;z-‘. 
i=O i=O 
A matrix U of size r x s will be called V--inner iff it has full column rank, its 
entries are analytic in V_, and in addition lJ*U = Is; similarly, U will be called 
V--co-inner iff it has full row rank, its entries are analytic in V_, and UU* = Z,. 
If U is square and rational, U V--inner means that U is all-pass with poles in V+. 
A matrix V of size r x s will be called V--outer iff its entries are analytic in V- 
and it has a right inverse which is also analytic in V_. If V is square and rational, 
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V V--outer means that V-’ exists and both V and V-’ have their poles in V+. 
The concepts of V+-inner and V+-outer are defined in a similar way. 
A well-known result (see, e.g., Chapter 6 in Vidyasagar [15]) asserts that if 
a matrix X has full column rank and is analytic in V- with no zeros on the unit 
circle, then X has a D--inner-outer factorization X = U V, with det V # 0. 
If X has full row rank instead, it has a V--outer-co-inner factorization X = 
vo, with det v # 0. Finally, notice that the units in HF are precisely the V-- 
outer functions; furthermore the units in (HT)‘x’ include the r x r polynomial 
unimodular matrices. 
Given W E (RH~)4”“, let 
W=@,‘E* (2.2) 
be a left coprime polynomial factorization. Clearly the roots of det 0, lie in V_. 
We will denote by Zw the Hankel operator with symbol W defined as follows: 
7iHw : (H;)- + (H,+)'Xn, 0 H 7-lw(0) := 1r(0W). (2.3) 
It follows that the kernel of l-lw is generated by 0,. According to a theorem due 
to Beurling (see e.g., Section II.12 of [6]), this kernel is shift invariant and is hence 
generated by a square V--inner matrix q,: 
ker ‘Hw = (H;)‘xq. 0, = (HF)‘“q. Q,. (2.4) 
q* can be constructed from 0, as follows. Let 0,-l = U V be a V+-inner-outer 
factorization. Clearly, W, := U-l = VO, is the required V--inner matrix. 
The material summarized above is well known. For details we refer to 
Fuhrmann [6,7]; see also Partington [ 141, Vidyasagar [15], Glover [lo], Mustafa 
and Glover [13], and Francis [5]. 
3. THE DATA 
The data set consists of vector-valued, discrete-time time series which are 
defined on the set of negative integers Z_ := { - 1, -2, -3, . . . }: 
D := {wi : Z_ + Rq : i En, 4 L 1, II Wi llz< ml C UT)‘, (3.1) 
where ]I . 112 denotes the standard norm in 12. Very often, the time series Wi will 
consist of input-output measurements, as in (1.1). An important special case is 
that of polynomial-exponential measurements: 
Wi(t) I= pi (t)hi’-l, t < 0, I Ai I< 17 
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where pi(t) := PO + pit + . . . + pKirKi, pi E Iv. (3.2) 
The hi’s will be called thefrequencies of the data set D. To each time series in D 
we will attach the formal power series 
@j(Z) := 2 z-jWi(-j> E (H2f>4, i Eg (3.3) 
j=1 
With the bijective correspondence between 11 and Hc just defined, mi can be 
considered as the z-transform of wi. In the polynomial-exponential case (3.2) 
becomes 
W(Z) = &PO+ (Z -‘hi)*” + “’ + (z _z)xi+l PKi' (3.4) 
The case of time series consisting of a finite number of measurements can also 
be treated in our framework. Assume that 
w: Z_ --+ Rq, w(t) := 0, r < -92. (3.5) 
The assumption is that the underlying system is at rest for c -C -n. This is not 
a restriction of generality. As argued in Section 2.E of [2], the case of non zero 
initial conditions can be reduced to that of zero initial conditions. It follows that 
(3.3) consists of a finite sum: 
w(z) := 2 z-‘w(-j) E (H2f)q. (3.6) 
j=l 
The frequency corresponding to such time series is hi = 0. 
As a consequence of the above considerations, the data set D can be equivalently 
described in terms of a matrix W with columns wi E (H.$)q. We will assume from 
now on that W is rational, and hence all its poles lie inside the unit disc. Since 
our goal is to seek linear time-invariant models, we may scale the data, without 
loss of generality. This scaling will be accomplished by dividing W by its largest 
Hankel singular value dH (for the definition of Hankel singular values see, e.g., 
[lOI>: 
w := [WI 02 ... CO,] E (RH,+)qx”, cH(W) = 1. (3.7) 
With the bijective correspondence between elements of 17 and Hc discussed 
above, if we express each wi as a sum of single-frequency time series, every 
strictly proper rational q x n matrix W with poles in V_ corresponds to a data set 
D c (1,)q; hence the one-to-one correspondence 
D +% W. (3.8) 
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To illustrate the above, here are two simple special cases. 
First case: A finite number of samples, say n, of the frequency response of 
a single-input single-output discrete-time linear system are measured. At the fre- 
quency ki, let the measured value of the transfer function be &. Then the i th mea- 
surement corresponds to the input-output pair of time functions I.;t-l, c#+ A;r-l, 
t -c 0. Consequently 
Wi(t) = ( > l q-l E (ET)2 1 1 di * Wi(Z)=- ( > Z -Ai Oi E (z-q)? 
Second case: Let the first n values ag, al, . . . , a,_l, of the impulse response 
of a discrete-time linear system be measured. The resulting time series w E (ZF)2 
turns out to be 
w(-n) = 
1 ( > 0 a0 ’ w(-t) = ( > , t= 1,2, ... ,n- 1. an-t 
According to (3.6) these measurements give rise to 
( Z 
--n 
w(z) = 
aoz+ + . . . + L+~z-~ > 
E (iq2. 
4. THE MODELS 
The family of linear, time-invariant models is introduced first. Certain impor- 
tant members of that family, to wit, the autonomous, input-output, and controllable 
models, are defined in the second part of the section. For details on the behavioral 
concepts presented below see [2], [ 11, or the original source [ 171. 
4.1. The Model Class 
The models we will be considering are linear and time invariant and can be 
represented as polynomials or, more generally, as power series in theforward shif 
02: 
O(a) := 00 + @a + ... + @a[ + .*. . 
The coefficients are constant matrices with q c0lumns: Oi E Rx*. We will 
assume in the sequel that 
O(z) E (H;)‘“? 
2 of(t) := f(f - 1). t E z. 
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The family of models of the data set D defined by (3.1) consists of all 0 such that 
O(a)wi = 0, wi E D. In the frequency domain, this is equivalent to the condition 
n(O(z)wj(z)) = 0, i E n: 
M := {O E (H;)‘xq : n(O(Z)Wi(Z)) = 0, i E 2). (4.1) 
where n is the projection defined at the beginning of Section 2. 
4.2. Classification of Models 
Among all models we will single out three classes: that of autonomous, that 
of controllable, and that of input-output models. The importance of the former 
derives from the fact that the family M is generated by a single autonomous 
model of minimal complexity. This pivotal result is presented in Theorem 5.1. 
The importance of the other two classes stems from the fact that controllable 
input-output models are those which can equivalently be described in terms of 
transfer functions. 
Let the external variables w and a corresponding model 0 be partitioned, 
possibly after permutation, as follows: 
U 
w= 0 Y , u: Z- + R”‘, y: Z_ + R*, m+p=q, 
0 = (P - Q) E (Hrj-)gxq, P E (H;)g”“, Q E (H;)g”p. (4.2) 
The expression @(a)~ = 0 can in this case be rewritten as 
Q(o)Y = P(a>u. 
If 
g = p < q and det Q # 0, (4.3) 
then for every u there exists y such that the above relationship is satisfied. In this 
case, u is free, or an input, and y is bound, or an output. Such 0 will be called 
input-output (I/O) models. If, however, 
g = q and det 0 # 0, 
then all components of w are bound and none can be chosen freely. Such models 
will be called autonomous. 
An important property of models is that of controllability. A system 0 E 
( HF)Pxq is controllable iff 
rank@(A) = p VA E V_, (4.4) 
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that is, iff 0 has no invariant factors with roots inside the unit disc. This condition 
is a generalization of the Hautus controllability test to the case of systems where 
inputs and outputs may not yet be defined. It follows that 0 = (P - Q) E 
(ZZ.Jpx4 is a controllable input-output system iff det Q # 0 and rank O()c) = 
p Vh E D_. This is equivalent to the well-known left coprimeness of Q, P, 
Controllable input-output systems can be equivalently described in terms of their 
transferfunction Z := Q-’ P, which is a rational function in (T. 
Next, we will define an equivalence relation in M. For this, we need to define 
the behavior of 0, which is a set of time series: 
B(O) := ker O(a) 
:= {w : Z- -+ Rq : O(cr)w = 0 and w E (Z;)q}. (4.5) 
Clearly, B(O) is linear and a-shift invariant. Two models are equivalent if they 
have the same behavior. Thus, multiplication of a model on the left by units in 
H; is the allowed operation which preserves equivalence. First notice that every 
model is equivalent to one with full row rank. Next, 01 and 02, both with r rows 
and full row rank, are equivalent iff there exists a unit U in (ZZ;)rxr such that 
01 = U02: 
01 - 02 w 37 E (IiLJX’, u-’ E (H;)=r 3 01 = UO2. (4.6) 
Thus two models which are represented by polynomials are equivalent iff their 
invariant factors with roots in D_ are the same; consequently, the subset Maut 
of autonomous models of M consists of all square non-singular matrices 0 with 
determinants having roots in D_. 
Recall from Section 2 that the units with entries in HF are D--outer functions, 
which, if rational, need not be strictly proper (for example, polynomials with 
roots in D+ are D--outer). Furthermore, as remarked in the same section, every 
0 E (HF)P”q has a D- outer-co-inner factorization. Consequently, the following 
proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. In every equivalence class of M there is a model 0 E 
(HF)pxq, p 5 q, which is R-co-inner and is therefore unique up to left multi- 
plication by a constant orthogonal p x p matrix. 
The following subfamily of co-inner models will be used in the sequel: 
Mz := {O E M : OO* = I}. (4.7) 
We conclude this section with a word about the complexity of models. The 
elements of Hg can be regarded as generalized polynomials; the degree is defined 
as the number of zeros in D+, including those as infinity. The complexity of 
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0 E (H;)Px4 is then equal to the pair of positive integers 
(4 - P9 u>, (4.8) 
where p is the least number of output variables (hence q - p is the largest number 
of input variables) of the model, and v is its McMiEZan degree. The definition 
of the latter quantity is the same as for models with polynomial entries, but with 
polynomial degree as defined above. If for example p = 1, the McMillan degree 
is the largest among the degrees of the q entries of 0. Finally, the complexity of 
models can be compared with each other by using the lexicographic ordering.3 In 
this ordering, among all models, autonomous ones have the lowest complexity. 
5. EXACT MODELING 
In this section we will present the main result of [2] and [l], appropriately 
modified to account for the richer class of models defined in (4.1). From [2] and 
[l] it follows that since M is shift invariant, the greatest common right divisor of 
any two elements of M belongs to M. Hence, M is generated by the autonomous 
system O*, defined by (2.2) as the left coprime polynomial denominator of W. By 
(2.4) M is thus identified with the kernel of 7i W, which in turn is also generated 
by the D--inner matrix q+ These facts are summarized in 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider the data set D de$ned by (3. I), the associated rational 
matrix W defined by (3.7), and the model set M defined by (4.1). The model set 
is generated by an autonomous model, which is unique module equivalence, given 
by the polynomial matrix O*, defined by (2.2), or the inner matrix @,: 
M = ker’Hw (5.1) 
The above relationship (5. l), together with (2.4), implies 
M := ker’Hw = (HF)‘xq .@* := {I-@* : r E (fqX”} = (H;yq. w*. 
Using the canonical form obtained in the previous section we conclude that every 
model is equivalent to a full-row-rank model, whose rows can be identified with 
some of the rows of an autonomous model. The family of models MT defined by 
(4.7) can thus be identified with the set of D--co-inner p x q, p 5 q, matrices 
which are divisible by \y* on the right. 
3(mi,nl) - < (rn2.r~) + either ml < m2, or ml = m2 and nl 5 n2. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. With the notation introduced above, 
MT = {I’*, : r is V--co-inner}. (5.2) 
REMARK 5.1. In classical Darlington synthesis (see, e.g., Chapter 12 in Bal- 
abanian and Bickart [3]) it is shown that every passive impedance can be synthe- 
sized by terminating a lossless two-port with a resistor. Recall Figure 2. Due to 
the all-pass property of the generating system, the above result can be considered 
as a generalization of Darlington synthesis to the case where instead of a passive 
impedance, (arbitrary) measurements are provided. 
REMARK 5.2. As shown by Proposition 4.1 every model has a co-inner rep- 
resentation, that is, a normalized left coprime factorization. Corollary 5.1 asserts 
that all such co-inner models have a unique inner generator q,. 
6. THE MISFIT FUNCTIONS 
The result (5.1) presented above, i.e. that exact models of D are all the elements 
in the kernel of the operator l-lw, motivates measuring the discrepancy or misfit 
between an arbitrary model 0 and the data D, by letting ?+w act on 0. 
More precisely, given the data set D, or equivalently W, and the model set 
M, the misfit S between a system 6 E M and D will be defined by means of the 
model 0 E (H;)Px4, which belongs to the same equivalence class as 6, and is 
co-inner, i.e. OO* = 1. Let the error system obtained when the data W are tested 
on 0 be defined as follows: 
EC3 := nOW E (H+)pxn 2 . (6.1) 
The misfit is then defined either as the 2-norm or as the Hankel norm of the error 
system: 
62(Q, W) := II Eo II29 6H(@, W) := II EC3 IIH, (6.2) 
where the subscript 2 denotes the standard norm in Hz+, and the subscript H 
denotes the Hankel norm (for the definition, see e.g. [lo]). Notice that since 0 
is co-inner, there is no need to divide the above expression by )I 0 I]. Let the 
following expansions hold: 
W(Z) = ADZ-’ + A2zV2 + . .. + AiZ-’ + . .. , 
O(Z) = 00 + OlZ + “. + OiZi + .‘. , 
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G(z) = &z-’ + E2z-2 + . . . + &z-’ + . . . . 
With respect to the canonical basis, namely zi . Zq, we obtain the following matrix 
representations: 
Mo = [OO 01 02 .. ’ 1, Oi E RPX’, 
Al A2 ... At ... 
A2 A3 ... Ar+1 ... 1 
ME@ = [Et E2 E3 .. 1, Ei E Rpxn. 
The 2-misfit can thus be expressed as follows: 
ME@ = iW&tw * 62 = II ME@ 112 L 1, 
where the upper bound 1 is due to (3.7). The H-norm of the error can be expressed 
as the norm of the Hankel operator ‘FIE with symbol Ee; its matrix representation 
is 
El E2 . . . Et “. 
E2 E3 ... Et+1 ... 
MnE = 
. . . . . 
: . : , Ei E Rpxn. 
Et Et+l ‘.. Ezt_l ... 
It follows that 
the 2-norm of the matrix being its largest singular value. 
REMARK 6.1. Following the definition (4.59, let B(O) denote the behavior of 
the (approximate) model 0, and B(O*) the behavior of the generator model 0, 
of the data set D. The misfit 8~ defined above can be interpreted as the distance 
between the two spaces B(O) and B(O,), this distance being defined in terms of a 
nonorthogonal projection of the former subspace to the latter. Moreover, 8~ turns 
out to be representation independent. For details see [ 161. 
The misfit function 82 is an equation-type error. Below, we will explicitly 
work out two special cases of this misfit in a single-input single-output situation, 
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i.e. q = 2. It should be noted that Heij [ 111 deals with approximate modeling 
using similar equation-type errors but applied to polynomial models. 
Case I: Consider the case of n frequency response measurements. The matrix 
W is given by W := H(zZ - F)-‘G, where 
ff:=(;l:-:;n), F:=ii’ y ), G:=I,, 
n 
hi E D_, i E n. It follows that the matrix representation of the corresponding 
Hankel operator ‘Hw is given by 
M&v = C’(H, F) . R(F, G), 
where R( F, G) := (G FG F2G . . . ) denotes the reachability matrix of the pair 
(F, G), and C)(H, F) := R(F’, H’) denotes the observability matrix of the pair 
(H, F). Let 
@ := (PO -qo p1 -41 ... ) E H,-, O@* = 1, 
where 
P := (PO Pi ~2 ... > E H;, andq:= (qo q1 q2 ... )E HT. 
We may also scale the data by multiplying the columns of H by appropriate (real) 
constants yj : 
H + HI’, r := diag(yt, . . , yn) 
A straightforward calculation yields the following expression for the misfit 82 
between 0 and W: 
A,2 = -p 2 
i=l ‘- Ihi I2 
II P(h) - hCl(hi> II2 
Thus this equation error puts a penalty on those measurements whose frequency is 
close to the unit circle. For a different treatment of this special case for polynomial 
models, see Gatt [ 81. 
Case 2: Consider now n arbitrary input-output measurements taken from a 
single-input single-ouptut system: mt E R2, --t E g. It follows by (3.6) that 
w = lU_12-l +. . . + UJ_,,Z-~, which has a minimal realization given by 
H := [w-~ . . . w-n], F := J, G := (1 0 . . . 0)’ 
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where J is a Jordan block with zeros on the diagonal and ones on the subdiagonal. 
The misfit 62 between the data and the model 0, where Oi := (pi - qi), is: 
One type of weighting of the different measurements can be achieved by replacing 
H with Hr as shown in the previous case. Here however a different type of 
weighting can be achieved by modifying G. 
By time invariance, any exact model of W is also an exact model of n(oi W), 
for all i, where cr is the forward shift. Hence, in particular, we may choose our data 
set to contain, besides the original measurement, he following shift: yn (a j W) for 
some j E n, where y is some real (positive) constant. This amounts to redefining 
G as follows: 
10 
G := 
0 ’ 
O” ERnx2 
OY 
00 
where the entry y is in the jth row. The error 62(y) then becomes 
6,2(y) = a,2 + y2 2 I( @OW-i + “’ +On-iW_n l12. 
i=j 
This shows that by choosing y large, the tail of the error can be penalized, which 
corresponds to a different weighting of the first n - j + 1 measurements from the 
rest. 
7. MAIN RESULTS 
This section is divided into two subsections. In the first, the results of Section 
5 are generalized to the approximate-modeling case; the second is devoted to the 
issue of control of the approximate models so obtained. 
7. I. Approximate Modeling 
Recall (3.7). Let the McMillan degree of W be n, and the singular values of 
the Hankel operator XW be 
1 =q 2 . . . lo;c >Ok+l >_ ... L on > 09 (7.1) 
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and denote by %w,k akth-order optimal Hankel-norm approximant of Xw. Using 
the one-to-one correspondence (3.8), let the data set defined by wk be denoted 
by Dk. Recall also the two definitions of the misfit function (6.2). The following 
families of models will be used in the sequel: 
M := ker ‘IIw : exact (i.e. zero-misfit) models of D, (7.2) 
M’ : c-misfit models of D, (7.3) 
Mk := ker ‘HW,k : exact (i.e. zero-misfit) models of Dk, (7.4) 
M; : E-misfit models of Dk. (7.5) 
The misfit can be either &J or 6~. We are now ready to state one of the main 
results. 
THEOREM 7.1. With the notation introduced above, the following statement 
holds: 
Mk C MUk+’ (7.6) 
Furthermore the dual statement 
McMp’ (7.7) 
holds as well. 
Proofi By construction 11 NW - ?iw,k 11 = ak+l. Hence 
II (‘FtW - RW,k)@ 112 5 ak+l 11 @ 112 . 
Choosing 0 E ker tiW,k = Mk (i.e., 0 is an exact model of the approximate data 
set Dk), we have 
which implies the desired &(O, W) 5 ok+1 VO E &‘fk; this proves (7.6); the 
dual inclusion (7.7) can be proved similarly. For the H-misfit we have 
(1 TOW (I,=, = 11 ?T@W - jT@wk IlH 5 II nW - nwk IIH 11 @ Iii3 = Ok+l. 
The above inequalities hold for all 0 E Mk , 0 co-inner; consequently 6.4 (0, W) 
5 @k+l, which proves (7.6) for the H-misfit; the dual inclusion follows similarly. 
n 
The above results accomplish the goal set forth in the introduction. Let 
wk = @,‘&k, @;@k = 1, 
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be a left coprime factorization. Inclusion (7.6) states that all zero-misfit models 
of tiw,k which are generated by @k are approximate models of the original data 
set with misfit upper-bounded by the (k + 1)st singular-value of 3-l~. Thus O,,, 
given in Figure 3 of the introduction can be chosen equal to @k defined above, with 
E = ck+t . In the case of the H-misfit, the following optimality result holds; it is 
due to Weiland and Stoorvogel[16]. Recall the definition (4.5) and the definition 
(4.8) of the McMillan degree . 
THEOREM 7.2. The behavior B(@k) of the approximate data set Dk is an opti- 
mal approximant of the behavior B(O,) of the original data set D in the following 
sense.. 
where @k is the autonomous model of McMillan degree k defined above (i.e., 
deg det 0 = k) and 0 is an arbitrary autonomous system with McMillan degree 
at most k. 
Obviously, our approach to system approximation bears similarities to the 
classical Hankel-norm approximation theory (see, e.g., Glover [lo]). Both ap- 
proaches seek to parametrize approximants according to how close they are to 
either an original high-order system or a data set. Here is a comparison pointing 
out the similarities and key differences. 
REMARK 7.1. (Comparison with the classical Hankel norm approximation.) 
In Hankel-norm approximation, given a stable high-order system, a parametriza- 
tion of all (optimal or suboptimal) approximants is provided; the classification is 
with respect to the Hankel norm of the error system. Furthermore, the parametriza- 
tion of all approximants is in terms of a feedback interconnection similar to that 
shown in Figure 3. 
In our approach the starting point is a data set (instead of a high-order system), 
and the error criterion can be either a 2-norm or a Hankel norm, as defined in 
Section 6. A parametrization of approximants is achieved by means of the feedback 
interconnection shown in Figure 3. 
The differences of the two approaches are as follows. In Hankel-norm the- 
ory, the actual (stable) approximants are obtained by taking the stable part of 
the feedback configuration given by Figure 3 (cf. Section 8 of [lo]); thus the 
parametrization of stable approximants is not given by means of such a feedback 
configuration. On the other hand all approximants with a given error level are 
obtained that way. 
In our approach there is no need for extracting stable parts of the corresponding 
feedback configuration. This is the decisive property which, together with the fact 
that O,,, can be chosen as all-pass (inner), allows us to address the control problem 
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within the same framework. The method however provides only a subset of the 
set of all approximants having a given error level. 
7.2. The Control Problem 
Consider the matrix with rational entries 
v := (_;;: -;;), E (L2)qxq 
where q = p + m, V12, V21 are p x p, m x m and nonsingular. It follows from the 
general theory of stabilizing controllers (see, e.g., Chapter 5 of Vidyasagar [IS]) 
that the plant 
P := V$Vl, 
is internally stabilized by the controller 
c := v2-+ 
provided that the zeros of det V are in D_. Furthermore, a parametrization of all 
such stabilizing controllers is given by modifying V as follows: 
V(K) := 2K ; V 
( ) 
where (-K L) E (Lz) mxq and det L has its roots in D_. Applying the above 
result to our framework, we get the second main result. 
THEOREM 7.3. Consider the systems 0, ana’ \YG as shown in Figure 3 and 
Figure 4 of the introduction, respectively. Define W*,< := O,,,. Itfollows that 
0, = r@,,,, r E (HT)pxq and W, = AO,,t, A E (L2)““‘J. 
The closed-loop feedback connection of the two systems O< and \vt is internally 
stable if and only if the closed loop in Figure 5, formed by the parameter systems 
r and A, is internally stable. 
Proof Let [VII - Vl2] := r@,,, and [-Vzl V2-J := A@,,, it fel- 
lows that det V = det[r’ A’]’ det O*,, . Therefore, since det O,,, has its roots 
in D_, the same holds for det V if and only if det[r’ A’]’ has its roots in 
D-. W 
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Fig. 5. Closed loop 
Thus the family of all possible controllers of the family of approximate models 
is given by the image of 6&, consider as an operator with domain and range 
(L2)+4: 
@*,, : (L2)‘x4 -r (L2)‘“Q 
The above result asserts, furthermore, that in our setup, stabilization of the uncer- 
tain models amounts to nothing more than stabilization of the uncertainty r. If 
r = [ZP 01, we can choose A = [0 Zm]. Thus the plant defined by the first p 
rows of O,,, is stabilized by the controller which is defined by the remaining m 
rows of O,,,. Actually it turns out that this controller is one which achieves the 
maximal stability margin as defined e.g., by formula (14) in Georgiou and Smith 
[I@. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
While the family of input-output models of a given set of data does not have 
a structure which can easily been described, the set of all models, including au- 
tonomous ones, is a shift-invariant family which has a unique (up to equivalence) 
generator 0,. The family of all models is then given by the feedback interconnec- 
tion of Figure 2. One of the main results asserts that this family of all models is 
the same as the kernel of a certain Hankel operator ‘Zfw, associated with the data 
W. Schematically we have: 
D+W-+‘Hw-+ker’Hw, 
that is, from the data D the Hankel operator tiw is defined, whose kernel is the 
family of all exact models of the data. 
By then approximating XW in the Hankel-norm sense, we obtain a family of 
approximants with guaranteed error (which can be defined either as a 2-norm or 
as a Hankel norm). Figure 3 summarizes this result. The consequence of this 
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framework is that the models are obtained in normalized coprime form, generated 
by an all-pass system. Thus the controllers can be defined in a straightforward 
manner as shown in Figure 4. This gives the following flowchart: 
W - wk - ?-tW,k - kerfiW,k 
that is, the kernel of the approximate Hankel operator tiW,k defines a set of 
approximate models of the original data set with guaranteed error upper bound, 
while the image of O,,, provides the set of all possible controllers of the above 
approximate systems. It should be noticed that an aspect in which our approach 
differs from existing ones (robust control, for example) is that errors are measured 
between models and the data rather than between models and other models. 
The approach to modeling introduced in this paper suggests the following 
relationship between data, models, and controllers: 
im Hw ker ‘l-Lw 
SPAN OF DATA MODELS 
im 0, 
CONTROLLERS 
We thus obtain a connection between data and models, as the image and the 
kernel respectively, of the Hankel operator ‘Hw, and a duality between models 
and controllers as the kernel of an operator and of its dual. 
The foundations for this research were laid while thefirst author was a Visiting 
Fellow at the Department of Systems Engineering, ANU, Canberra, in August 
1991. The numerous discussions with Brian Anderson which led to the above 
results are gratefully acknowledged. So are many discussions with Siep Weiland 
on subsequent stages of this research. 
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